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Introduction: Planetary Science Research Discov-
eries (PSRD) is an educational website sharing the
latest research accomplishments by NASA-sponsored
scientists about planets, meteorites, and other solar
system bodies.  From its inaugural 1996 series of in-
depth articles on the exciting but controversial report of
fossil life in ALH84001, PSRD continues to bring the
news of current research to its audience of space enthu-
siasts.  Written for anyone interested in planetary sci-
ence, our readership includes scientists, educators, stu-
dents, and an ever-growing public audience.  E-mail
announcements of PSRD articles are made to an ex-
panding list of subscribers worldwide.

Motivation--Sharing Discoveries: PSRD provides
a communication framework for reaching the public
with research results and for giving insights into the
questions being addressed today by planetary scien-
tists.  The interdisciplinary nature of planetary science
makes it especially suited for raising the scientific liter-
acy of the public. We have received numerous com-
ments and follow up questions from our nonscientific
audience. Not counting irate letters from face-on-Mars
advocates and the like, readers clearly enjoy learning
about topics that are rarely covered in newspapers or
local television. These include the effect of gamma rays
on rocks and minerals, experiments on the melting of
enstatite chondrites, the timing of chondrite alteration
from manganese and chromium isotopic measurements,
porosities of asteroids, terrestrial fossils in Antarctic
meteorites, experiments on chondrule formation, water-
laid sediments on Mars, salt deposits on Europa, and
the nature of the huge South Pole-Aitken Basin on the
Moon. These topics cover a large range in planetary
research and demonstrate the vitality of the field.

A chief motivation for founding PSRD is the belief
that scientists have a responsibility to communicate
their results to the public. As John Horack and Rick E.
Borchelt argued in an article in space.com, “If new
knowledge is generated but not communicated, only
half the job has been done.” The practical matter is that
public support is crucial to continue adequate funding

levels for space research. One way of garnering that
support is to inform the public about what we have
discovered.

Features: PSRD contains a large glossary, an effi-
cient search capability, and a Newslinks section with
up-to-date science highlights and links to press releases
and breaking stories, but the heart of the website is the
articles. Most articles are written by us, but some sci-
entists have volunteered to write articles based on their
published work. As discussed below, we seek more
volunteers! We publish one to two articles per month.
They are based on peer-reviewed journal articles and
report on a wide array of research topics, mainly from
projects in NASA's Office of Space Science.  Each arti-
cle in PSRD is reviewed by the researchers whose work
is being featured as well as by our board of editors to
ensure accuracy and clarity.  Articles are ultimately
placed in permanent archives organized by planet,
topic, and date of publication.

Seeking Contributions: Members of the scientific
community can help PSRD in two ways. First, let us
know when you have an article about to appear in a
journal. Sending us a preprint is ideal. We always
honor a journal’s embargo, and would not publish
online until the official publication date of the article.
Second, feel free to write a short article for PSRD about
your work. We will edit it for clarity, take care of all
the web mastering, and even produce new graphics if
necessary. Because we send an e-mail notification when
new articles are online to all Principle Investigators in
the Cosmochemistry Program (as well as other sub-
scribers), this is an efficient way to draw attention to
your work. So, please contribute and read articles at
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/PSRdiscoveries.

PSRD is a joint effort of the Cosmochemistry Program
of NASA's Office of Space Science, Hawai`i Space
Grant Consortium, and the Hawaii Institute of Geo-
physics and Planetology, and managed by the two
authors.
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